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Revision of Past 
papers 
  

Key Topic 1: Basic economic ideas and resource allocation 
a) I can explain the efficient ways of resource allocation through 

productive and allocative efficiency, Pareto optimality and 
dynamic efficiency. 

b) I can identify the various externalities and the reasons for 
market failure, through positive and negative externalities for 
both consumers and firms and inefficient resource allocation. 

c) I can explain social costs as the sum of private costs and 
external costs • social benefits as the sum of private benefits 
and external benefits • use of cost-benefit analysis in 
decision-making. 

 
Key topic 2: The price system and the micro economy 

a) I can explain the law of diminishing marginal utility, its 
relationship to derivation of an individual demand schedule, 
equi-marginal principle, limitations of marginal utility theory, 
rational behaviour versus behavioural economic models. 

b) I can explain the Indifference curves and budget lines • 
income, substitution, and price effects for various types of 
goods. 

c) I can explain the different types of cost, revenue and profit, 
short-run and long-run production • short-run production 
function: fixed and variable factors of production, total 
product, average product and marginal product – law of 
diminishing returns (law of variable proportions) – marginal 
cost and average cost – short-run cost function – fixed costs 
versus variable costs – explanation of shape of Short-Run 
Average Cost (SRAC) • long-run production function – 
returns to scale – long-run cost function – explanation of 
shape of Long-Run Average Cost (LRAC) – relationship 
between economies of scale and decreasing costs – internal 
and external economies of scale and diseconomies of scale • 

What is the style of the assessment?  
Formative: Students’ performance will be 
assessed as per the CIE Economics syllabus. 
Which will include homework assignments, 
quizzes, and class work activities, based on 
topical past papers which allows the teacher to 
assess the students’ attainment by 
doing diagnostic marking.  
 
Revision of past paper: 
May/June 2019 
March 2019 
May/June 2020 
March 2020 
  
Summative: At the end of each term, we 
complete internal and standardised tests. This 
allows teacher to measure the students’ 
progress throughout the term/ year as per the 
CIE Economics syllabus requirement.  



revenue: total, average and marginal • profit: normal and 
abnormal (supernormal) 

d) I can explain the different market structures • perfect 
competition, imperfect competition (monopoly, monopolistic 
competition, oligopoly, natural monopoly) • structure of 
markets as explained by number of buyers and sellers, 
nature of product, degree of freedom of entry and nature of 
information • contestable markets and their implications • 
concentration ratio. 

 
Key Topic 3: Government microeconomic intervention 

a) I can explain the Policies to achieve efficient resource 
allocation and correct market failure • application of indirect 
taxes and subsidies • price and output decisions under 
nationalisation and privatisation • prohibitions and licences • 
property rights • information • regulatory bodies, deregulation 
and direct provision of goods and services • pollution permits 
• behavioural insights and ‘nudge’ theory. 

b) I can explain the policies towards income and wealth 
redistribution • equity versus efficiency • price stabilisation • 
means tested benefits • transfer payments • progressive 
income taxes, inheritance, and capital taxes • negative 
income tax • poverty trap analysis • Gini coefficient and the 
Lorenz curve • inter-generational equity. 

c) I can analyse the reasons for Government failure in 
microeconomic intervention and its effectiveness of 
government policies. 
 

Key topic 4: The macro economy 
a) I can explain what economic growth, economic development 

and sustainability is, define economic growth, economic 
development, and sustainability • actual versus potential 
growth in national output; output gap; business (trade) cycle • 
factors contributing to economic growth • costs and benefits 
of growth. 

b) I can interpret the data on National Income as measures of 
economic growth and living standards. 



c) I can identify the characteristics of developed, developing 
and emerging (BRICS) economies: by population growth and 
structure, income distribution, economic structure, 
employment composition, external trade, and urbanisation in 
developing economies – comparison of economic growth 
rates and living standards over time and between countries. 

d) I can explain the Employment/unemployment of economy 
through size and components of labour force, labour 
productivity, full employment, and natural rate of 
unemployment • causes of unemployment • consequences of 
unemployment • types of unemployment • unemployment 
rate; patterns and trends in (un)employment • difficulties 
involved in measuring unemployment • policies to correct 
unemployment. 

e) I can explain the circular flow of income in closed and open 
economies, between households, firms, government and the 
international economy: the multiplier, average and marginal 
propensities to save and consume • Aggregate Expenditure 
(AE) function – meaning, components of AE and their 
determinants – income determination using AE and income 
approach; and withdrawal (leakage) and injection approach – 
inflationary and deflationary gaps; full employment level of 
income and equilibrium level of income – autonomous and 
induced investment; the accelerator. 

f) I can interpret the Keynesian and Monetarist schools • 
different theoretical approaches to how the macro economy 
functions. 

 
Key topic 5: Government macroeconomic intervention 

a) I can explain the Government macro policy aims • on 
inflation, balance of payments, exchange rates, 
unemployment, growth, and development. 

b) I can explain the links between macroeconomic problems 
and their interrelatedness, for example: – relationship 
between internal and external value of money – relationship 
between balance of payments and inflation – trade-off 
between inflation and unemployment; Phillips’s curve. 



c) I can explain the effectiveness of policy options to meet all 
macroeconomic objectives. 

 

 
 

 


